
D E S I G N  M A G A Z I N E  B U N D L E
Just Plain Beautiful

You won't be able to look away

from these pretty pages.

Whether you're a designer

looking for inspiration, an artist

in search of collaboration

opportunities, or just a fan of

beautiful, vibrant layouts, these

magazines provide eye-popping

visuals and ignite that creative

spark. Take a peek inside.

This magazine bundle includes:

Asparagus, Culturally Modified, FOLKLIFE, HERE,

LINK, Loose Lips, Portal, Vancouver Magazine,

Western Living
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ASPARAGUS

Gus tells large and small stories of sustainability, from environmental,

social, and cultural perspectives. Our approach is intersectional,

impactful, grounded in science, and fun.

Read the Fall/Winter 2021 art-themed issue here.

CULTURALLY MODIFIED

Culturally Modified is a not-for-profit, quarterly online publication

exploring the tangible and intangible aspects of culture. Each issue

delves into a resonant theme such as Power, Movement, or Water,

and offers a diverse array of interdisciplinary perspectives—including

academic research, wisdom, and lived experiences.

Read the latest issue here.

FOLKLIFE

FOLKLIFE is a premium print publication inspired by Gulf Island

dwellers who live close to the earth, move with intention, and craft

life as an art form, with a goal to slow the FOLK down.

Read volume 3 here.

https://magsbc.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/AsparagusMagFW21ArtIssue.pdf
https://culturallymodified.org/
https://issuu.com/folklifemag/docs/folklife_magazine_8.375x10.875_issue3_online_versi
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LINK

LINK is a monthly publication of student ideas and culture, written and

designed by students at the British Columbia Institute of Technology

(BCIT). Distributed at all five BCIT campuses across the Lower

Mainland, LINK connects readers to the world around them and

introduces them to big ideas, new trends, and other important issues

that matter to students.

Browse through all the issues here.

HERE

Here Magazine celebrates the Canadian cultural mosaic of diversity.

It amplifies newcomer voices and experiences, and welcomes people

from all cultural backgrounds to share community resources and

information to help eliminate barriers for newcomers as they adjust to

their new country and culture.

Read the Winter/Spring 2022 issue here.

LOOSE LIPS

Loose Lips is a Vancouver-based feminist publication. It covers local

arts, culture, women’s health and current events through an

intersectional lens. Its mission is to publish content that accurately

represents the diverse women in Vancouver who are creating space,

opportunity and change.

Read the online magazine here.

https://issuu.com/linkbcit
https://magsbc.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Here_Magazine_Winter-Spring_2022_Digital.pdf
http://looselipsmag.com/
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WESTERN LIVING

As Canada’s largest regional magazine, Western Living invites

readers to stretch their imaginations about living in the West by

sharing what intrigues, surprises and thrills us about people, places,

homes, gardens, food and adventure from Winnipeg to Victoria and

everywhere in between.

Read the November-December 2021 issue here.

VANCOUVER MAGAZINE

Vancouver Magazine has been the indispensable playbook to

Canada’s most exciting city for over 50 years. From in-depth

reporting and analysis of the issues that matter most, to expert

fashion and travel guides, reviews of the buzziest new restaurants

and the best in wine and spirits, VanMag uncovers what matters now.

Read the July-August 2021 issue here.

PORTAL

Portal is a nationally-distributed 96-page full-colour annual literary

magazine featuring short fiction, poetry, creative non-fiction, scripts,

industry features, book reviews, art, and photography from emerging

writers and other creators.

Read the 2021 issue here.
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https://issuu.com/canadawidemedia/docs/wlbinder_novdec2021
https://issuu.com/canadawidemedia/docs/vanmagjulaug2021_lr
https://issuu.com/viuportalmagazine/docs/final_portal2021_combinedfiles

